September 2014 Joke Contest Finalists

Why don't human rights activists take intro to probability?
They refuse to support Boole’s inequality.

Why is January 5th the new 4/20?
Answer: All of the stoners enrolled in prob and learned to simplify fractions.

A particular student in a probability class always answers the professor's questions. Despite his useful responses, he is always deemed wrong by the professor. Why is this the case?
Because the student was a model and the professor was George Box.
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Why couldn't the probability students play soccer at the sigma field at JHU over the winter?
Because it was closed under intersession.

What's the probability that two Hopkins students smoking a blunt will go to Uni Mini later tonight?
High.

You have a higher probability of getting cancer nowadays than getting a grant approved at NIH to cure cancer.

Do you know why the final of Intro to Probability is on Thursday December 18 (the next-to-last day of the final exam period)? Because the officers in Office of the Registrar have already known that the students who are going to take Prof. Wierman’s “Optional” final need to use the whole reading period and final exam period to study for the exam.

What I discovered from Professor Wierman is that statisticians like to become teachers/professors and use their students as guinea pigs for their twisted education experiments like this crazy joke contest stuff.

What does a toddler and a Hopkins intro prob student have in common? They both need to learn how to count.

Person 1: If I study, then there's an 80% chance of me getting an A on the test. If I do practice problems, then there's a 50% chance of me getting an A on the test. This means if I study and do practice problems, there's 130% chance of me getting an A on the test!

Person 2: No, this means you need to study more.